


I
It is undeniable that the preservation of nature, 
ecology and environment is today's most important 
issue. However it is hard to expect the human race 
to intentionally slow down to solve these problems 
when our lives improve daily due to technological 
deve lopmen ts .  We a l l  unders tand  tha t  ou r 
comfortable life style has led to nature’s destruction, 
but how can one tell another person to go first in 

As the human race considers these two urges, 
one to preserve nature and the other to develop, 
Nature Art suggests an alternative possible way 
of life through the art forms we create. Nature Art 
escapes from the square spaces that keeps us safe 
from rain and wind, and exposes itself to the ever-
changing nature as an art form combining nature 
and human artistic will. This catalogue has been 
planned and edited to gather and introduce the world 
Nature Art Movement and to present works that give 
an example of peaceful coexistence through direct 
encounters between nature and humanity.

II
As we know, Nature Art began as Land Art when 
artists such as Robert Smithson, Michael Heizer and 
Walter de Maria from the US started working in the 

Interweaving "The World Nature Art Catalogue"

Jeon, Won-gil  Artist, Director of the YATOO International Project 

1960-70s, along with artists from Europe like Richard 
Long and Andy Goldsworthy. As we entered the new 
millennium, Nature Art progressed rapidly with artists 
taking a different point of view from the artists that 
preceded them. Artists are gathering in groups with a 
similar sense of direction, working internationally and 
expanding their territories as individual artists. As 
well, artists from unique cultural backgrounds such 
as South Korea, Iran, Rumania and Finland etc. are 

the cultural sensibilities of the places they were born 
and raised in.
Many groups featured in this catalogue are working 
mainly in smaller groups with independent artists. 
Groups such as YATOO (since 1981-) and Baggat 
Art Group (1981-), which has been active since the 
early 1980s, and the MAMU Association (1979-
1983) of Rumania - all active in a similar time period 
– along with the Italians' Arte Sella founded in 
1990, can all be considered leaders in the growing 
worldwide  Nature Art movement of today.
Other groups like ORANKI of Finland, Duppini Art 
Group of Bulgaria, Site Specific of South Africa, 
and the Paradise Art Center in Iran with Ahmad 
Nadalian at its core, are working with artist oriented 
methods to create a place where new artists can 
gather together and work in groups. The Forest Art 
Association in Germany formed by professional 
curator Ute Ritschel also has local artists working 
together.
This catalogue also introduces very influential 
curators and planners in Nature Art world such as 
Clive Adams of CCANW, England, who for the last 40 
years has helped many Nature Artists and planned 
various Nature Art events. Sam Bower founded 
the on-line Green Museum to share information in 
the art and nature field. John K. Grande is known 
for his writings and interviews with Nature Artists 
and curtating international Earth Art shows. Sue 
Spaid has contributed as co-planner of Ecovention 
: Current Art to Transform Ecologies (2002) in U.S, 
and her most recent book Green Acres : Artists 
Farming Fields, Greenhouses, and Abandoned Lots.



In addition, Jane Ingram Allen from Taiwan and Marc 
Schmitz from Mongol are artists/planners who are 
directing fine exhibitions working with local groups 
and artists. Hungarian artist Istvan Eross is also 
an influential figure creating Nature Art majors in 
Art colleges and teaching young Nature Artists. 
He plays an important role in the international 
Nature Art network. There are many other events 
directed by various artists/planners shown in this 
document whose creative works are essential to the 
International Nature Art Movement. 
As Nature Art international exchanges are becoming 
increasingly frequent, their human resources and 
network is rapidly expanding as these networks 
connect to each other. Nature Artists have a sense 
of fellowship when working together on site during 
various projects and this is quite different from the 
standard group exhibitions, where artists only meet 
at the opening event. These meetings encourage 
further understanding between different cultures, and 
help expand Nature Art’s reach to  develop a larger 
group of network.

III
As stated above, the fast growth of Nature Art at the 
turn of the millennium shows how art is now more 
related to the interests of the human condition, in 
other words, the fundamental relationship between 
humans and nature. Art forms such as Public Art or 
Community Art also can be seen to be attempts to 
work beyond individualism to develop an approach 
to art that involves building a relationship with local 
residents and communities. Nature Art applies 
new perspectives of how humans view nature, 
reflecting this panhuman concern. I started to 
collect information about these international Nature 
Art groups and artists as I felt the need to look into 
what they believe and in what conditions they make 
projects happen, as part of the global discussion. 
This was crucial to YATOO, as we were planning 
the International Nature Art Curator's Conference 
and 2015 Global Nomadic Project, so I started in 
2011.

From 2012, I sent out invitations based on the 
collected information to 40 groups and curators 
worldwide for the International Nature Art Curator's 
Conference, and was able to learn about different 
characteristics of groups and events through the 
applications and enclosed materials I received. This 
catalogue is an introduction to the groups, details of 
events and works based on the materials sent from 
34 groups and individual curators from 19 countries. 
The names of groups, events, basic information are 
written in English or the language of origin, and the 
introductions and details are included with Korean 
translations.
I am glad that this document became such a fine 
catalogue with basic information on many Nature 
Art groups worldwide and artists' works. It enables 

glance. I am aware that there are plenty of groups 
and directors working worldwide that are not listed, 
and will continue to add on further research in the 
future.
Though this document is named 'The International 
Nature Art Catalogue', not all organizations use 
the term 'Nature Art'. Each group identifies their 
works with specific terms such as Land Art, Site 
Specific Art, Environment Art, Art in Nature. In 
fact, the term originally developed to describe the 
works of YATOO in the 1980's references its unique 
approach so different from other nature-based art 
forms, although it addresses a wide range of art 
forms that take place in nature. More details about 
this term can be found in the supplement 'Nature Art 
Movement of YATOO'. 

IV
Organizing the materials, I realized that Nature Art 
Movements worldwide were voluntary and inspired 
purely by passion. The fact that diverse traditional and 
geographic aspects of many cultures goes into making 
exhibitions implicates social and cultural meaning 
beyond an art event. If these minds and expressions 
are shared and gathered, I believe many significant 
works can be produced through projects with the strong 



aesthetic messages this world needs. This will also free 
art from materialism of this ever competitive society we 
live in, a solution to recovering free artistic space.
I deeply appreciate all the directors who cooperated 
in proof reading and organizing materials for the 
publication of this catalogue. I would like to express my 
gratitude to Chief Commissioner of Geumgang Nature 
Art Biennale Ko, Seung-hyun, for his devotion to the 
projects "International Nature Art Curator's Conference" 
and "2015 Global Nomadic Project". I also like to thank 
team leader Lee, Jae-eun for her Computer work 
through the summer, Kim, Sun-hee at the executive 

ah, for their swift and accurate handling of increasing 
tasks due to busy schedules. Other thanks go to John K. 
Grande, Jeon, Ha-lim, who helped with the translations. 
Finally I would like to thank all the YATOO members for 
it is the passion we share through working together for 
decades in nature that made this publication possible. 
Thank you.
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ALDO & LEONARDO / USA

ORGANIZATION : Colorado Art Ranch and the Aldo Leopold Wilderness Research Institute      
ADDRESS : 6878 Taft Court Arvada, Colorado, 80004 USA
WEB SITE : www.coloradoartranch.org
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR : Grant Pound
CONTACT PERSON : Grant Pound

Grant.pound@coloradoartranch.org

 Libby Barbee. Synth Symbiosis 

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Colorado Art Ranch is a nomadic arts organization founded on the belief that the arts are an agent for change. 
We travel to Colorado towns each year to sponsor one-month residencies for visual and literary artists from 
around the world. Colorado Art Ranch also hosts a public forum to promote conversations on how art, and science 
intersect with land and social issues.
Grant Pound, executive director and co-founder of Colorado Art Ranch, will serve as project manager and 
facilitator. Grant earned a B.S. in Natural Resource Management from the University of Michigan and studied 
design at the School of Art and Architecture at the University of Idaho. He has utilized both backgrounds in his 
professional practice of graphic design since 1986. He has worked on projects for GE, Cargill, Kodak, Medtronic, 
3M, and General Mills. Grant brings business experience along with an arts sensibility to the project.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
Our project, entitled Aldo & Leonardo, is inspired by the scientific wisdom of Aldo Leopold and the artistic 
genius of Leonardo da Vinci. During 2013, the U.S. Forest Service's Aldo Leopold Wilderness Research Institute 
(ALWRI) and Colorado Art Ranch will sponsor small groups of visiting artists and resident scientists for one-month 
shared residencies in or near six wilderness sites. The scientists and artists - visual, literary, and performing - will 

Elisabeth Nickles, Tern Flying Sequence at Monomoy National Refuge 



efforts to preserve wilderness.

Troy Nickles, Suspend I: Moose Antler and Limber Pines

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE PROJECT  

Period 2012-2014
Working Period Various times
Opening October 2014

CONDITION

Accommodation Housing provided for artists
Food $1000 Stipend
Fee $50 application fee

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 IUFRO World Congress 2014

Place 2 Biennial George Wright Society  Conference on Parks, Protected Areas, and Cultural 
Sites

 SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 US Forest Service
Sponsor 2 Colorado Art Ranch

Colony work at Monomoy 
National Wildlife Refuge, 
Photo by Elisabeth Nickles



ART FARM PROJECT / Korea

ORGANIZATION : Alternative Art Space Sonahmoo
ADDRESS : 232-8 Gaeruk-ri Miyang-myeun Anseong Korea 456-843
DIRECTOR : Choi, Ye-moon
WEB SITE : www.sonahmoo.com
CONTACT PERSON : Jeon, Won-gil  Curator

                                        sonahmoo@hanmail.net

Jeon, Won-gil, Seeding Green Onion  2006

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION

Alternative Art Space Sonahmoo opened in 2002, located in the calm and sunny country side in 
Anseong, Korea. Sonahmoo is mainly an exhibition space that plans and runs culture and art programs, a Nature 
art school, also a working space for creating nature based artwork. So far Sonahmoo organized many solo 
exhibitions by Nature artists and ' Art Farm Project' group exhibitions, and planned education programs such as 
'Open Studio: I go to Anseong to meet artists' and 'Delicious Art Party'. Sonahmoo strives to be a meeting space 
for artists and the public, that brings new perception of nature and life through artworks. 

Ri, Eung-woo, Vine Hand Towards a Pond  2008



DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

Art Farm Project - Plants and Art Growing Together is a long term project working with growing plants and 

and art and began in 2006. 

Process of the Project

1. Artists working with their interest in the nature's ecology gather at an art space in the country side.
2. They install their works designed with artistic ideas on the earth.
3. Plant the seeds into the artwork at the same day and time.
4. As time passes, the process of sprouting, blooming and bearing fruits inspire beauty of power of life in 

everything that lives and grows on earth.
5. Artists develope new ideas through the process from May to September as the plants grow, and they  express 

it by photographs, drawings or text. Those pieces will be also exhibited indoor in October, as  fruits that the 
original works beared by the touch of nature. 

6. People v is i t ing the Art  Farm can see the works t ransform wi th t ime receiv ing refreshing                       
inspirations and creative energy from the growing nature and art.

7. The whole process of transformation of artworks by growing nature will be documented in photos and texts 
and will be shared on the web site.

Kim, Do-myeung.  Seeding Performance  2008

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Working Period 1 weeks
Opening May 5th

CONDITION

Accommodation Support
Food Support
Materials Support

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 232-8 Gaeruk-ri Miyang-myeun Anseong Korea 456-843

SPONSOR

Sponsor 2006, 2008 Gyeonggi Culture Foundation

Art Farm Project Indoor Exhibition  2012



ART–NATURE SYMPOSIUM GABROVTSI / Bulgaria

ORGANIZATION : Duppini Art Group Association      
ADDRESS : 25, Velcho Djamdjiata str Veliko Tarnove 500 Bulgaria
WEB SITE : http://duppini.blogspot.com
CHAIRMAN: Rumen Mihov Dimitrov
CONTACT PERSON : Georgy Minchev

duppini@gmail.com

Istvan Eross, Art-nature Syposium Gabrovtsi 2013

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
DUPPINI Art Group was founded in 2000 as a result of long standing cooperation between professional artists from 
Veliko Tarnovo, with the ambition to create an open community of young in spirit and age individuals,  striving for creativity 
and experiment. In December 2000 the group was transformed into DUPPINI Organisation – an NGO, working in the 

The association has organized 10 consecutive international annual symposia in Dolni Enevets (Dolni Duppini) village in 
Tryavna region of the Balkan mountain with participating members from Bulgaria, Macedonia, Serbia, Romania, Turkey, 
The Netherlands, Switzerland, France, Italy and Sweden. The participants are established professional authors, working 

objective of such performances is to revive that place and establish conditions for active cultural dialogue between artists, 
creating new art   products, based on exchange and communication. 

cultural program in Bulgaria. The aim of the project was to discover Bulgarian cultural traces in Tryavna Balkan mountain 
region and project through the European cultural space. Together with creating own art products, in recent years DUPPINI 
Art Association has been organizing representative exhibitions of distinguished Bulgarian and foreign visual artists, 
indoors and in open urban spaces in Veliko Tarnovo. To support that, the association has developed and manages a 
residential programme in Veliko Tarnovo Resident Art Centre. The centre offers accommodation and workspace for three 
authors in any art, including literature, dance, architecture, etc. 

Rumen Mihov Dimitrov, Duppini Fossil, Art-nature Syposium Gabrovtsi  2012 



Carole Turner, Cloud,Art-nature Syposium Gabrovtsi  2013 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
In 2012 Duppini art group organize Environmental Art Symposium “art – nature” Gabrovtsi. The participants are 
established professional authors from Japan, South Korea, Germany, Italy and Bulgaria. Their assistants were 
students from sculpture department in Veliko Tarnovo University.

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period 24 June – 2 July
Working Period 10 days
Opening 2nd July

CONDITION

Accommodation Support
Food Support
Materials Support

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 in the nature
Place 2 in Exhibition halls

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Municipality
Sponsor 2 Private sponsors

Tsvetelina maximova, Gabrovtsi meridian  2012 



ARTE SELLA / Italy

ORGANIZATION : Association Arte Sella     
ADDRESS : Corso Ausugum, 55 Borgo Valsugana Postal Code 38050 Italy
WEB SITE : www.artesella.it 
PRESIDENT : Giacomo Bianchi
CONTACT PERSON : Giacomo Bianchi

artesella@yahoo.it

Giuliano Mauri, 2001, Copyright Arte Sella, Photo by Giacomo Bianchi

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Arte Sella Association was founded in October 1990. Its strength lies in the fact that he met different people in a 
work project focusing their collective interests towards a single aim: “ The love of art and nature.” At the beginning 
the members were chosen by Emanuele Montibeller, according to a criterion rather unique: their curiosity about 
the nature and her being "art." The association is not composed exclusively of artists or craftsmen, but also by 
ordinary people and this has allowed us to develop a cultural and artistic original project. In which everyone who is 
interested to take part could be engaged, according to his skill, to their usual job, to their experience and interests. 
The roles are attributed within the organization: the archive, the administration, photography, advertising, public 

Association.

Cameron Hockenson, 2010, Copyright Arte Sella, Photo by Giacomo Bianchi



Patrick Dougherty, Tana Libera Tutti  2011, Copyright Arte Sella, Photo by Giacomo Bianchi

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
The project Arte Sella was established in 1986, in Sella Valley. It is located 11 km from Borgo Valsugana; a 
nice and quite village in the province of Trento. The aim was to promote contemporary art in a natural context. 
Along the wood paths adorning the old building called “Malga Costa”, visitors can discover works of art made of 

created over the last 25 years “come back” to nature and what today remains of them is only the photographic 
documentation.
But each artist who had taken part in the project contributed to develop it trying always gently to modify nature 

important role in the development of the local area. 

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period 364 days a Year 
Working Period 364 days a Year 
Opening 364 days a Year 

CONDITION

Airfare Support
Accommodation Support
Food Support
Artist Fee Support
Materials Support

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 Malga Costa Cultural Centre
Place 2 ArteNatura ( free cultural path) 

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 P.A.T (Provincia Autonoma di Trento) 
Sponsor 2 Regione Trentino- Alto Adige

Roberto Conte,  Cerca, Copyright Arte Sella 2012, Photo by Giacomo Bianchi



ARTISTS IN NATURE INTERNATIONAL NETWORK
(AININ)

ORGANIZATION : Artists in Nature International Network(AININ)    
ADDRESS : Bury Meadow, Cottles Lane, Woodbury EX5 1EE Great Britain
WEB SITE : www.artinnature.org
PRESIDENT : Roger Gaudreau
CONTACT PERSON : Secretary General : Bob Budd

                         ainin@talktalk.net

 Bob Budd, Much Ado About Mutton, Dartington Hall, Devon, England  2012

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
AiNIN(Artist in Nature International Network) is an association of approximately 100 artists whose work focuses 
on work in nature and in the environment. It was founded in 1998. Since then it has helped organizations wishing 
to set up their own events and advised them on the artistic direction for their projects and on conditions for 
artists. AiNIN We also send out regular information concerning events and projects to our membership. As an 
independent artist association, we have full and frank discussions about what art in nature means and where 

membership subscription. 
We are a web based organization with artists-members from every continent (aside from South America). The 
Bureau (the members who run the association) are based in Canada, France, Great Britain and Holland. Our 
members include some of the very best artists working in art in nature over the last 14 years, and so we are a very 

Arno Arts, No Title, Holland  2012  Luciano Di Rosa, Legs, France



CEANGAL 2012 / Scotland, UK

ORGANIZATION : Ceangal
ADDRESS : Croit mo Sheanair, 29 Strath Gairloch, Ross-Shire IV21 2DA Scotland, UK
WEB SITE : http://ceangal.wordpress.com/
DIRECTOR : Lynn Bennett-Mackenzie
CONTACT PERSON : Lynn Bennett-Mackenzie

ceangalconnect@gmail.com

Somu Desai, Gairloch, Subha Labh  2012

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Ceangal*

is relatively untapped regarding the visual arts. We aim to connect artists, communities and cultures, encouraging 
networking, sharing and exchanging knowledge and experience. Artists will create works in reaction to the 
stunning environment that they will be living in, and local artists and community members will be encouraged to 
work and interact with them. An international collaboration between artists, Lynn Bennett-Mackenzie, Scotland, 
and Somu Desai, India, to create a series of artists residencies that will bring artists from around the globe to work 
in the NW Highlands of Scotland. 

* Ceangal is a Scots gaelic word meaning Connection.

Fred Martin, Working  2012



DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
The inaugural Ceangal Connection international arts residency project, held in Gairloch, NW Scotland in 
September 2012, welcomed participating artists from around the globe and from the local area. This is a 
collaboration between Gairloch artist Lynn Bennett-MacKenzie and Gujarati artist, Somu Desai. The residency 
was a resounding success, not least due to the generous support of the local community who not only fed and 
accommodated the artists, but also fully participated in arts activities, playing an integral part in this ground 
breaking project, making it an event that has literally changed peoples lives through the medium of art. 

their work. and many formats, including photographic, performance, on site installations and sculptural forms were 
utilised. Similar themes emerged - the history, raw natural landscape, also faith, ritual and human relationships 
with the often overwhelming natural environment, meaning that artists had to adapt and work with the elements 
rather than being in a controlled studio environment. After such positive germination, Ceangal aims to develop, 
bringing change to the arts in this remote part of the world, connecting artists and communities together, and 
creating new culture.

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period 8-23 September 2012
Working Period 11- 20 September 2012 
Opening 22 September 2012

CONDITION

Accommodation Support
Food Support
Materials Some basic materials provided – minimal budget

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 GALE tourist centre,  Gairloch
Place 2 Drill Hall, Gairloch

SPONSOR

Sponsor Highland Council

Lynn Bennett-Mackenzie,  Peat Structure  2012



CENTRE FOR CONTEMPORARY ART AND 
THE NATURAL WORLD(CCANW) / UK

ORGANIZATION : CCANW Centre for Contemporary Art and the Natural World 
ADDRESS : CCANW, Innovation Centre, Rennes Drive, University of Exeter,  Exeter EX4 4RN, UK
WEB SITE : www.ccanw.co.uk
DIRECTOR : Clive Adams
CONTACT PERSON : Clive Adams

adams@ccanw.co.uk 

BIO OF CLIVE ADAMS

Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton Harrison, Greenhouse Britain: Losing 
ground, gaining wisdom. at CCANW 2007 Photo: Chris Lewis

Clive Adams' career has spanned over 

1970s, during which time he has curated 
dozens of contemporary and historical 
exhibit ions aimed at addressing our 
relationship to nature, ranging from Andy 
Goldsworthy to J.M.W. Turner. Recent 
major exhibitions include 'Love, Labour, 
Loss: 300 Years of British Livestock 
Farming in Art' for Carlisle and Exeter 

The Lowry, the latter winning the Museums 
and Heritage Award for best UK temporary 
exhibition.
In 2009 he was appointed a Fellow of 
the Royal Society of Arts. In 2006 he 
established the Centre for Contemporary 
Art and the Natural World . Within a 

framework of exhibitions, events and educational activities CCANW aims to develop new understandings through 

relationship to nature. Regularly funded by Arts Council England, it attracted over 40,000 visitors a year when 
it was based at Haldon Forest Park (from 2006-13), with a programme that ranged from promoting the use of 
local timber in architecture and eco-fashion to exhibitions of the work of leading artists such as the Harrisons and 
Lucy Orta. In 2013 CCANW moved to the campus of the University of Exeter where it is developing collaborative 
projects with the University, other academic institutions and creating new partnership ways of working. 

Ko Seung-hyun, Gayageum made during a residency at CCANW, 2005. Photo: Chris Lewis

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT

Currently,  CCANW working 
on  two  ma jo r  p ro jec ts , 
both largely developed in 
collaboration with Falmouth 
University's Research in Art, 
Nature and Environment 
g roup,  led  by  Dr.  Daro 
Montag, who also runs an 
MA in Art and Environment. 
The first is Soil Culture, a 
three year programme of 
research, artist residencies 
and tour ing exh ib i t ions 
which wi l l  inc lude work 
b y  b o t h  e m e r g i n g  a n d 
established artists focussed 
on the importance of soil, a 
resource on which the whole 
of civilisation depends.  The 
second is the research and 

development over one year of a new, comprehensive world-wide digital platform - a network of networks - which 
will act as a resource for the art and ecology movement and encourage new opportunities for artists to engage 
with the important environmental and social challenges we face today. 



CHENG LONG WETLANDS INTERNATIONAL     
ENVIRONMENTAL ART PROJECT / Taiwan

ORGANIZATION : Kuan Shu Educational Foundation 
ADDRESS : 2F, No. 368, Yongxing St., North District Taichung City 404 Taiwan (R.O.C)
WEB SITE : www.artproject4wetland.wordpress.com
HEAD EDUCATOR : Chao-Mei Wang Head Educator
CONTACT PERSON : Curator, Jane Ingram Allen

allenrebeccajanei@gmail.com

Firman Djamil, Cheng Long Spiral  2011

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Cheng Long Wetlands International Environmental Art Project was initiated by the curator after the Kuan-shu 
Educational Foundation invited Jane Ingram Allen there in 2009 to look at the site and make suggestions about 
an art project that would promote environmental education in this economically deprived rural area in Taiwan. The 
Foundation works with the curator Jane Ingram Allen each year to select the theme and organize and implement 
this art project with sponsors such as the Taiwan Forestry Bureau, the Yunlin County government and other local 
governments and private sponsors. 

Isabelle Garbani, Invasive Species 2012



Ya-chu Kang, Reservations 2013

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
The Cheng Long Wetlands International Environmental Art Project is an international artist in residency 
project that results in an environmental art exhibition in Cheng Long village, Yunlin County, Taiwan, held each year 
since 2010.  The artists arrive in April and the public opening weekend with family art activities with the artists is 

The curator Jane Ingram Allen selects the artists each year from an international Call for Proposals, and the artists 
receive an artists’ fee and round trip airfare, accommodations, local transportation and food prepared by a local 
cook with vegetables from nearby organic farms and locally produced seafood. 
During the 3 or 4-week residency in Cheng Long village, the international artists work with local elementary school 
children and community volunteers to create their works using local materials and focusing on environmental 
issues. The artworks remain on view in the wetlands until they disappear naturally or are taken down and recycled 
for the next year’s project.

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period annual
Working Period 3 or 4 weeks in April each year 
Opening

CONDITION

Airfare Support
Accommodation Support
Food Support
Artist Fee Support, usually about US$1200 – 1600
Materials Support, locally available natural and recycled materials

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 Cheng Long Wetlands nature preserve area. Taiwan
Place 2 public spaces in Cheng Long village, Taiwan

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Kuan-Shu Educational Foundation

Sponsor 2 Taiwan Forestry Bureau, Yunlin 
County Government and local governments

Yi-chun Lo,  putting shells on "Listening"  2010



CONTEMPORARY ART IN THE NATURE / Sweden

ORGANIZATION : Land Art Crossing      
ADDRESS : Ormgatan 19 c Gothenburg 412 62 Sweden
WEB SITE : landartcrossing.com /  landartcrossing.blogspot.com
DIRECTOR: Marie Gayatri Kristoffersson
CONTACT PERSON : Marie Gayatri Kristoffersson

marie.gayatri@telia.com

Marie Gayatri Kristoffersson, Choise no3, Sahara desert, Tunisia  2006

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Land Art Crossing includes both art projects and a range of services for projects, education and design inspired 
by working with art in nature. Land Art Crossing connect with people and professions specialized or interested in 
developing aesthetically activities or products with  sustainable ideas for outdoor environment. 

Annika Oskarsson 2007



DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT 

1.
guidance and pedagogical programs for schools and young art students. Running a gallery and cooperation     
with local associations.

2. Contemporary art in the nature 2007; similar as former project except that the project was hosting             
Scandinavian artists and arranged a conference for artists and curators engaged in projects for                
contemporary art in the nature

3. Ongoing activities and services since 2004 - now writing a book on how to teach in Land art – will be        
published 2013.

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period 1: 2005  2: 2007  3: 2004 - 2012
Working Period 1: Jan - Oct  2: Jan - Oct  3: all year
Opening -

CONDITION

Airfare Provide
Accommodation Provide
Food Provide
Artist Fee Provide
Materials Provide

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 RYDÖ BRUK; REGION HALLAND, SWEDEN
Place 2 RNOLHAGA PARK; ALINGSÅS, SWEDEN

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 REGION HALLAND, HYLTE KOMMUN
Sponsor 2 VÄSTRA GÖTALANDS REGIONEN, NORDISK KULTURFOND

Therapists and Land-artCounty



ENVIRONMENT LAUCHERTTAL / Germany

ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS : Sigmaringen 72488 Germany
WEB SITE : www.hundefaenger.de
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT : Rudi Domidian hundefaenger 
CONTACT PERSON : Rudi Domidian hundefaenger

RudiDomidianHundefaenger@web.de

hundefaenger krd 2013

BIO/PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
The 'free university +nach+' is an open formation of members – artists, musicians, designers, philosophers 
and others. everybody how feels in partnership can become member - without any form and formulation. We are 

Dieter Konseck, Drawing  2013

Dieter Konsek & Hundefaenger krd, Barbecue-Performance “art can be so nice” 2013



ENVIRONMENTAL ART FESTIVALS / Iran

ORGANIZATION : Paradise Art Center      
ADDRESS : No1, Shahid Saheb Zamani, Ghanian, Sad Dastgah, Pirozi St. Tehran, Post Code 17657, Iran
WEB SITE : www.riverart.net/paradise
CHAIRMAN : Ahmad Nadalian 
CONTACT PERSON : Ahmad Nadalian / Commissioner of Paradise Art Center

nadalian@yahoo.com

Seventy thousand curtains work by Open 5 group Photo by Shahrnaz Zarkesh

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Paradise Art Center is an international residency center for the promotion of environmental art. It includes three 
locations and buildings in Tehran, Polour (Northern Iran), and Hormoz Island (Southern Iran) – all with the mission 
of connecting and hosting invited artists, promoting educational outreach, and exhibiting environmental artworks. 
During spring and summer we receive artist in Polour (Northern Iran) which has many attractions. Being close to 
highest mountain of Iran Damavand, kindness of local tribe in mountain and indigenous people who live in the 

Gol-Zard Cave … are some of the reasons why thousands make this their vacation spot during the summer. 
In autumn and winter we live in our center in Hormoz, small Island in the Persian Gulf, Hormoz Island has many 
multicolored mountains, stones, and jewel-like minerals indigenous to the local landscape. We use these colored 
earths and other organic materials for creating environmental art works. Large projects are developed though 
collaborations with local communities. Our building in Hormoz is also a permanent gallery showing works by select 

the permanent gallery of art works by Ahmad Nadalian's. The artists who come to Paradise residential center 
wish to inspire or create and display their works in nature. Since 1996 we received many international artists from 
countries as diverse as Germany. 

A Fabulous Mythological Bird - Painting by Organic Earth Hormoz



Ahmad Nadalian, New Life,  Photo by Hassan ghafari

CONDITION

Accommodation Support
Food We share food with artists. Two days per week they do shoping and cooking
Materials We can give what we have depends on the project. We have rich environment

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 Paradsie building in Tehran ( www.riverart.net/sangsar )
Place 2 Paradise building in Hormoz ( www.riverart.net/hormoz/paradise )

Collaborative Environmental Installation and Sound Art Hormoz Island Photo by Raheleh Zomorodinia 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Paradise Environmental Art Festivals
So far many festivals took place in our buildings and many environmental works performed and created in 
the nature of Polour and Hormoz. The International artists who came to Paradise buildings realized their 
environmental art in the nature and public places of Iran. They experienced living with Iranian families, society, 
and traditional food.
We organize workshops, and art projects not only in the nature of different parts of Iran but also in city 
environments. We have also prepared short course for different groups of younger generation of environmental 
artists. Through discussion on examples of works by famous environmental artists they inspire and learn to 
develop their own works in nature. We create an arena and allow these activities to have an international impact 
on the art scene. Our paradise is place where global and Iranian artists meet and exchange experiences. This 
center is interested in working with organizations, museums, and galleries around the globe and developing 
artistic experiences and cultural exchange.  We hope that the exhibition and presentation of these works will 
create a space for cultural exchange and dialogue among nations. 



GRASS ON SAND. GRASS ON TREES / Germany

ORGANIZATION : GrashalmInstitut / der Kreis
ADDRESS : Marienstrasse 23, Nuernberg, 90402 Germany
WEB SITE : www.kreisimwald.de /  www.grashalminstitut.de
CHAIRMAN : Hubertus Hess – der Kreis, Thomas May - GrashalmInstitut 
CONTACT PERSON : Thomas May, Curator of Grashalminstitut / Kreis im Wald

may@grashalminstitut.de

Christian Rothmann, Green Circles  2011 

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
A collaboration project between the 'GrashalmInstitut' of Thomas May and the artist group 'der Kreis' from 
Nuernberg
‘The GrashalmInstitut’ was founded 2004 as an art project by Thomas May. It´s aim is to research the relationship 

between human and grass - human and nature. ‘Der Kreis’ is one of the oldest existing artist group of germany. 

its open air group exhibitions are connected to the nature as basic enviroment. As a member of the nuernberg 
artist group »der Kreis« Thomas May  organized 2010 the forest art symposium: ‘Kreis im Wald’ with 11 german 
and 9 international artists. The collaboration idea developed from the potential of »der Kreis« to organize a 

GrashalmInstitut to create a longterm collaboration with the Yatoo group for future exchange about nature art. 

Michaela Biet, Strange Culture  2011



PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period
Working Period 2 weeks
Opening

CONDITION

Accommodation Support

Food Support

Artist Fee / Airfare Support within 900 EURO for artists out of Europe 400 EURO for Artsists from Europ, 
300 EURO for German artists 

Materials Support but limited 

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 Hirschau, 60km east of Nuernberg. The colour of the sand is between dark violett, 
yellow, red and pure white. 

Place 2
Reichswald a forest area in Nuernberg, where already 2010 the ‘Kreis im Wald’ 
symposium happened. A former sand-stone pit area with many still visible traces, 
which are covered by huge trees and moss etc.

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Freundes Kreis

Sponsor 2 N-ERGIE company, grants by diffenrent government and non government 
organistaions for supporting art 

Sand pit area 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Grass on sand. Grass on tree is a nature art symposium for 20 international artists which should have  
an ephemeric character. The Project will be organised as a collaboration between ‘der Kreis’ and ‘the 
GrashalmInstitut’  in Nuernberg, Germany. The sand pit area is still in use for digging out china clay. The 
impression from the location is like from a different planet from out of space. Rain and wind always move the 
sand. The still ongoing digging at the area make it necessary to work ephemeral. So the idea arise to work as 
an expedition done by artists and writers to a far away planet and bring only the results of experiments and 
researches to the exhibition place and the booklet. All works and founded objects will be documented by photo 
and texts. The results will be shown in the Kreis-Gallery in the center of Nuernberg. The ‘expedition’ will be 
accompanied by a blogg, similar www.kreisimwald.de«, where visitors and medias as TV and newspapers can so 
follow immediately. 
Just in case we will have an alternative location in a forest area in Nuernberg, where already 2010 the »Kreis im 
Wald« symposium happened. For both locations the ephemeral character of the expedition keeps important.



GREEN GALLERY / Israel 

ORGANIZATION : Green Gallery
ADDRESS : Tanya Preminger,  Green Gallery,  Arsuf  Kedem , 46920, Israel
WEB SITE : www.greengallery.co.il
MANAGER : Daniel Manheim
CONTACT PERSON : Tanya Preminger, Curator

tpreminger@gmail.com

Daniel Manheim, 

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Green Gallery was established in  April, 2007, by an independent group of artists with no affiliation to any 
government institution. The two founders of the gallery are Tanya Preminger and Daniel Manheim and are 
maintaining the gallery. The aim is to use the open space of the Gallery for the experimentation of developing new 
ways of combining art, ecology, landscaping and science. Our aim is also to give the opportunity to artists from 
other countries to express their impressions of the Holy Land, the cradle of the culture of the Western World.

exhibits and is involved in this new form of art. The visitors of the park are able to take pleasure in the place’s 
natural landscape and fresh air, and on top of that get spiritual oxygen - enjoy art made from nature and about 
nature.

Tanya Preminger, The Loop  2010

Tanya Preminger, Pyramid  2011



PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Working Period 2 weeks
Opening 10 March Winter time to early spring is preferred.

CONDITION

Accommodation Support
Food Support
Materials Support

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place Green Gallery

Dalia Meiri and his students 2012

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Different cultures, which were developed in different physical environments, have different approaches to nature 
as well as to art. Bringing together nature artists from different countries facilitates a creative experience and 
stimulates learning and thought. Therefore we would like to organize an International Nature Art Meeting at the 
Green Gallery, to bring together International artists and Israeli artists.  
A two week open-air international Nature Art workshop at the Green Gallery including International artists who 
are well known in Nature Art, as well as Israeli Nature Artists and Art students. Each artist will create one nature 

day. In the evening there will be social events and presentations, and we will organize weekend tours to local art 
studios.
The GG website will include a set of pages describing the event and images of created projects.  The event will be 
advertised on line and in all the media. After the two weeks of creativity and work, an exhibition will be held and 
will form a permanent part of the gallery's collection for the perusal and enjoyment of the school children and the 
wider public. 

A part of our activity is organizing meeting of artist. This activity provides dialog of artists and their work in real time 
with a wide audience. It has a great educational effect. We organize school and other group visits. The meeting 
with artists from overseas stimulates the understanding and the appreciation of the importance of environmental 
art to society and the planet earth.



GREEN MUSEUM / USA

ORGANIZATION : greenmuseum.org
ADDRESS : P.O. Box 7054 Corte Madera, CA 94925 USA
WEB SITE : http://greenmuseum.org
DIRECTOR : Sam Bower
CONTACT PERSON : Sam Bower

sam@greenmuseum.org

Hand Leaf Logo

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION

1. FrutaGift give away of local organic fruit and vegetables in Oakland, California, USA, 2012.

2. Speaking at an Alliance for Artist Communities event in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina about the role of place-based 
work in disaster recovery. Organizations and governments can work with artists strategically to address local and regional 

is urgently needed.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
I most interested in the role of curators and artists and our communities of support to begin to look seriously at 
the function of what we think of as art in the context of a transition towards sustainable and resilient cultures 
worldwide. I think the concepts and terms “art” and “nature” are problematic and divisive keep us from envisioning 
a more systems approach to changing the way we live. Fundamental changes are urgently needed to the ways 
humans live on the Earth. Art has a powerful role to play and ought to be more deeply integrated into all aspects 
of our work and culture, just as systems thinking, permaculture and sustainability science and policy. 
I am less interested in a physical exhibition than a broad dialogue and think tank internationally to begin to 
address these fundamental issues creatively. What policies and mindsets are getting in the way of these urgent 

Founded in 2001, greenmuseum.org is an online 
organization that helps people create, present 
and appreciate art that heals our relationship with 
the natural world. The greenmuseum.org web site 
features information about environmental artists 
and art projects internationally. greenmuseum.org 
also features online exhibitions of environmental 
art developed in partnership with other museums, 
organizations, and curators. Downloadable 
essays, tools, case studies, and other resources 
are  ava i lab le  fo r  a r t i s ts ,  educators  and 
communities to inform and develop collaborations 
on environmental art projects.
Since 2008, greenmuseum.org has adopted a gift 
economy model and is exploring an all volunteer 

and no-fundraising approach to addressing the needs of the larger movement towards supporting the emergence 

writing and consulting.

21



HUMUS PARK LAND ART MEETING / Italy

ORGANIZATION : Municipality of Pordenone, Vincenzo Sponga & Gabriele Meneguzzi
ADDRESS : Verde vivo - Viale Grigoletti 81 Pordenone 33170 Italy
WEB SITE : www.vivoverde.com
CHAIRMAN : Gabriele Meneguzzi, Vincenzo Sponga
CONTACT PERSON : Gabriele Meneguzzi

info@vivoverde.com

Gabriele Meneguzzi and Vincenzo Sponga,  2008

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
In 2007 the Municipality of Pordenone planed for a special art event tied to the Nature on the occasion of the 
presentation of a new city park to the citizens called “Parco del Seminario”. The Major asked for contacting 
Gabriele Meneguzzi and Vincenzo Sponga as experted Land-artists who make their proposal: 15 couples of Land-
artists coming from all over the World  working for a week and using only local natural materials. 
The big success of the event make it become biannual, and started to change going time by time till 2012 on the 
3rd Humus Park meeting where International and Italian artists worked together with art students producing about 
20 works. It is a meeting in progress that each time changes artists and relatives Countries, but especially Humus 
Park meeting documents how many different arts can contaminate and be contaminated and growing on learning 
and teaching each other.

Giorgio Chiarello and Marco Pasian,  2010 



Roman Zarubin and Marina Kim,  2008

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Humus Park Land art meeting is an International Biennale Land art event hosted by the Municipality of 
Pordenone. It is also supported by the same Municipality together with some private sponsors and this year also 
from the “ ANCI” Associazione Nazionale Comuni Italiani (National Association of the Italians Municipalities) from 
Rome. The invited artists were 7 couples of international artists all of them Land art experts coming from different 

selected students from the High Level Art School from Pordenone - 18-19 years old, and 8 selected students 
coming from the Venice Art Academy and Milan-Brera Art Academy - 23-24 years old, giving them a great 
possibility to have 1 day Land art introducing stage including 2 hours photography. All of them (artists and students 
) worked in the Parco del Castello di Torre and Parco della Villa Romana, 2 parks divided only by a street, strictly 
using the on place materials, leaves, dried and fresh wood, stones, water, trees, grass, hey, bamboo. String thin 
ropes were allowed kand if necessary a 0,6 mm thin wire.

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period Biannual with the presentation of the book and a picture exhibition of the works in the 
year between

Working Period 1 week
Opening Opening on may 19 2012 

CONDITION

Airfare Support
Accommodation Support
Food Support
Artist Fee 600 EUR
Materials Natural on place

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1
Parco del Seminario A very large park with 2 rivers as delimitation, with large hey places, trees, grass.

Place 2
Parco del Castello di Torree Villa 
Romana

This has been the big park of the Castle of Torre and there are many different types of 
local trees, enormous bamboo, and the vestiges of an old Villa Romana. 

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Comune di Pordenone (Municipality of Pordenone)
Sponsor 2 ANCI - Comuni Italiani

Joern Hansen 2012



INTERNATIONAL BAGGAT ART EXHIBITION / KOREA

ORGANIZATION : BAGGAT ART ASSOCIATION
ADDRESS : 568-1 Daegok4-ri, Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea
WEB SITE : www.baggat.net
DIRECTOR : Kim, Yong-min
CONTACT PERSON : Chung, Hye-ryung, Vice Director

amaker08@hanmail.net

Park, Bong-gi,  Breathing  2013

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Baggat Art represents the activities of Baggat Art Association, initiated in Daeseng-ri(Gapyeong, Gyeonggi-do) 
since 1981. Its initial objectives were ‘blending’ and ‘communicating’ with other art genres. The term and concept 

Artists' at Daesung-ri. Since 2005, Baggat Art Association has expanded its field to the Jara Island, exploring 
Korea’s spontaneous art. On the occasion of its 30th anniversary in 2011, the association intended to present 
contemporary discourse concerning nature, ecology, and environment. Its artistic process concerns their goal 
of producing social communication and meaning. It will also pursuing a creative community within Jara Island’s 
neighboring regions.

Chung, Hye-ryung,  Survival Guide for the Tree 2012



Choi, Woon-young,  Flame from Rocks  2013 Lee, Kuei-chih,  Snow Pulse  2013

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
BAGGAT Art Exhibitions has been continuously carried out since 1981, working towards art bringing nature and 

BAGGAT Art Association provides artist fee and support room and board during the 10 - day working period. 
During the working period there are artists's presentations for active communication among artist's and art market 
by participating artists and the local art association artists to sell small pieces and drawings on the opening day.  
And we encourage voluntary audience participation that go beyond one-way communication. Local art clubs and 
elementary students' artworks through school education programs become a part of the exhibition. We develop a 
relationship with the community through volunteering activities by local citizens. During the exhibition, various art 
programs takes place for the audience and we have a discussion opened to the local residents, experts, artists 
that concerns positive ways to develop this event. 

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period February 24 to March 2, 2013 (for 9 days)
Working Period February 14 to February 22, 2013 (for 9 days)
Opening February 23, 2013

CONDITION

Accommodation Support
Food Support
Artist Fee 200,000~500,000 Korean Won
Materials Provide natural materials

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place Jara Island / Bukhan River, Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi province, Korea

SPONSOR

Sponsor



INTERNATIONAL FOREST ART / Germany

ORGANIZATION : International Forest Art Association
ADDRESS : Ludwigshoehstrasse 137, Darmstadt 64285 Germany
WEB SITE : www.waldkunst.com
PRESIDENT : Dr. Gotthard Scholz-Curtius
CONTACT PERSON : Ute Ritschel / Curator

ute@ritschel.net

Goebel Anjali,  Tower of Thorns  2012

Canesi Mirko,   Fall and Rising  2012

the working processes of the artists and interact with them during the three weeks of the artists symposium. 

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Since 2002 the International Forest Art
Biennial takes place in cooperation with 
the Darmstadt Forestry Department. It 
has changing topics and a length of 2,6 
km through the scenic Darmstadt Forest 
including a pond, the Goethe-rock and 
a century old tower. Forest Art creates 
sustainable art works in the forest and 
in natural environment. The installations 
and performances are site specific and 
process oriented. IFAA is developing a 
special approach of Forest Art Pedagogy 
for adults and children. Since 2009 the 
International Forest Art Center (IWZ) 
in Darmstadt runs a gallery, an outdoor 
space, an archive, special children 
programs and an Art ist  Residency 
program.
IFAA has organised 9 International Forest 
Art Path Projects and 4 conferences 
in Darmstadt (Germany), Wisconsin 
(USA) and Mount Lushan (China). Up to 
now about 115 artists from 30 countries 
have created 150 artworks. The Forest 
Art Path in Darmstadt comprises about 
30 artworks on 2,6 km. Poetic Forest 
in Mount Lushan features 18 artworks 
on 1,8 km. Forest Art Wisconsin had 
28 temporary artworks three remained 
permanently on 2km. Forest Art involves 
visitors of all ages directly. They observe 



Elena Redaelli,  'Intoxicated by Nature, I embrace everything,' 
International Forest Art on Mt Lushan, China  2011

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
'The International Forest Art Path' runs every two years and we invite up to 20 international artists to live and 
work in Darmstadt for a three week symposium. In general we have one third German artists and two third artists 
from all continents. They live together at the nearby Nature Friends House and work in the the International Forest 

lunch in the forest. 
During the smyposium we have helpers, students and office staff supporting the artists. All material will be 
supported and organised and we have a series of events of which the most important is the Wednesday Forum, 
where all artists have the opportunity to present their work body to the international collegues and for the 
Darmstadt public. 
During the 8 weeks of the exhibitio we run an information booth directly in the forest on the weekends. In 2012 
we had 20.000 visitors during the opening time and directed 106 guided tours by members of the Forest Art 
Association. We don´t count the visitors during the rest of the week and also we don´t count the tours run by other 
groupleades. The Forestry Department assumes, that we have 100.000 visitors a year in this forest and for Forest 
Art.
We always include during the exhibition a theoretical approach by running a conference or a series of lectures. 
This year we had a conference on “The Future of Forest Art” and 16 speakers from China, USA, Italy, Poland and 
Germany. Among them we had our cooperation partners for Forest Art Wisconsin und Poetic Forest China. After 

take artworks if they become dangerous or don´t resemble the idea of the original artwork anymore. We work with 
the concept of sustainable art and see the process of reintegrating tthe art back into nature as part of the Forest 
Art concept. 

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period Summer
Working Period July 23rd till August 10th, 2012
Opening August 11th, 2012 and exhibiton time until September 30th, 2012

CONDITION

Airfare We pay airfares, if the home country cannot provide
Accommodation We provide accomodation in shared rooms
Food We provide food
Artist Fee
Materials We provide all materials and tools, often sponsored by companies.

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 Forest at the   Böllenfalltor, Darmstadt
Place 2 International Forest  Art Center, Ludwigshöhstraße137,Darmstadt.

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 City of Darmstadt, Hessian Minstry of Culture and Science
Sponsor 2 Fraport (Frankfurt Airport), Cultural Fonds of the region, etc.



JOHN K. GRANDE(Writer, Curator) / Canada

ORGANIZATION : 6041 Hutchison Montreal, Quebec H2V 4B7 Canada
WEB SITE : www.johnkgrande.com
CONTACT PERSON : jonkgrande@gmail.com

Ur Twellmann,  Earth Zipper, Van Dusen Gardens 2012 Vancouver, BC 
Curated by John K Grande

BIO OF JOHN K. GRANDE
John K. Grande has contributed his writings to numerous magazines including Artforum, Sculpture (USA), Art on 
Paper, British Journal of Photography, Arts Review (UK), Ceramics Monthly, Metalwork, Landscape Architecture, 
& arte.es. Mr. Grande is the author of Balance: Art and Nature (Black Rose Books), Art Nature Dialogues (SUNY 
Press, New York) and Dialogues in Diversity: Art from Marginal to Mainstream (Pari Publishing, Italy). Art in Nature 

for 2012 by South Korea’s Ministry of Culture & Tourism.  
Recent exhibitions curated by John K Grande include Eco-Art at the Pori Art Museum, Finland (co-curated with 
Peter Selz), Earth Art at the Van Dusen Gardens, Vancouver, British Columbia (2012) and Kathy Venter; LIFE at 
the Gardiner Museum of Ceramic Art, Toronto (2013). 

Nils-Udo, Towards Nature - 2010  Royal Botanical Gardens Hamilton Ontario  
Earth Art exhibition curated by John K. Grande



John K. Grande

WHY I WRITE ABOUT NATURE ART? 

always there no matter what country, what climate - something we all share. Art seemed disconnected from 

with Richard Long and others. Bio-design was already a presence in the world, but not as prominent in art. And 

geologist assistant. In the north nature existed as if before man. The animals were not afraid of people. 
I realized writing on art and nature was important so few people followed this path in art. So I wrote Art & 
Environment in 1992 published on recycled paper with vegetal inks. People loved it so then I published Balance 

Art Nature Dialogues and then Dialogues in Diversity. These books encouraged inter-cultural understanding of Art 
and Nature as a world theme. " 

BOOK

Art Nature Dialogues, SUNY Press, New York

Brought together artists working with nature from Europe & North America. 

Nils-Udo, Hamish Fulton & others encouraged a dialogue on art in nature as 
process and context.

Balance Art & Nature, Black Rose Books

Balance Art & Nature evolved as a book out of Art & Environment which was a grass 
roots publication on recycled paper with vegetal inks. Balance challenged the orthodoxy 
of conceptual art invoking a new dialogue with nature as a force for reconciling our 
relation to the earth where we live. Nature is seen as the home of art and humanity in 
this book, a place that is eternal, ancient and modern, through all ages.



KorkéP INTERNATIONAL ART SYMPOSIUM / Romania

ORGANIZATION : Cultural and Art Centre of Lazarea
ADDRESS : Aleea Bastionului nr. 67 Lazarea, Harghita County 537135
WEB SITE : www.korkep.ro
CHAIRMAN : Kassay L. Peter
CONTACT PERSON : Siklodi Zsolt, Art director

zsoltsiklodi@yahoo.com

Károly Elekes,  Utóvedállapot  2010

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Cultural and Art Centre of Lazarea
Lazarea is an mountain region in middle of Romania, at east part of Transylvania. When the idea of creating an 
art camp was born in 1974, the erstwhile founders, were all locally bound, they were all familiar with the conditions 
existing in Lazarea. They were attracted by the natural and architectural environment and last, but not least, they 
shared very similar mentalities. The very essence of Lazarea is still determined by the vicinity of nature, the village 
that still preserves its traditions, the use of natural materials. 
As of the turn of the millennium, following  change in the management board, the group of young organizers has 
been guided by this new conception in the annual organization of the art camps. At the same time, in the choice of 
participants it is a vital criteria, that the invited artist is not committed to any genre whatsoever: he must be modern 
as concerns the means of expression applied. Due to the extremely varied forms of expression applied by the 
local, Hungarian and foreign artists, the work carried out in this place will be subject to international interpretation, 
thus – we dare hope – it shall become an organic part of the international pulsation of art. 
Apart from the creation of works of art we will help for the establishment of spontaneous human relationships, the 
three weeks spent in Lazarea, and to get to know each other professionally: we are trying to generate discussions 
meant to reveal the similarities and differences between the practical and theoretical problems preoccupying the 
artists.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
KorkéP International Art Sympozion is an international art event hosted by Cultural and Art Centre of Lazarea 
since 2002. It is supported by the Harghita County Council and the National Cultural Found, Hungary. The 
Harghita County Council and Cultural and Art Centre of Lazarea supplies necessary art materials, artist stipend 
(50Euro) food and accommodation during the production of work to all invited artists. 
In our art symposium we have assistants for the working process by people who live in the  village in their natural 
place, especially horse keepers, handcraft makers. They can help very easily with their experience in manually 
made art works, traditional work processing etc. Through this symbiosis we can achieve good collaboration in 

For approximately three weeks during the production period of the work, artists' presentations are held every 



Branco Smon, Paprika

Pawel Chlebek, Source 2012 

evening to introduce each work and an international art seminar is held where the current trends and meaning of 
international art is looked at and discussed. The works produced at the KorkéP International Art Sympozion are 
permanently exhibited in the Castle of Lazarea, which is a turistical and historical place. The Lazarea Castle was 
built in 1532. The Cultural and Art Centre of Lazarea has  2000 artworks exhibited in Lazarea Castle. The Cultural 
and Art Centre of Lazarea in KorkéP International Art Sympozion invites 15- 20 artists around the world especially 
sculptures, nature artists every year.

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period Annual
Working Period 13 – 31 August
Opening 30 August

CONDITION

Accommodation Support
Food Support
Artist Fee Prox. 50 EUR
Materials Support but limited

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place Address: Lazarea Castle Garden and Tower
537135 Lazarea, Harghita County, Aleea Bastionului nr. 67 Romania

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Harghita County Council 
Sponsor 2 National Cultural Found, Hungary



KUNSTBROEDPLAATS / Netherlands

ORGANIZATION : Rerun Producties
ADDRESS : Blokzijlerdijk 4  Blankenham  8373 EK Netherlands
WEB SITE : www.kunstbroedplaats.nl
DIRECTOR : Pat van Boeckel
CONTACT PERSON : Karin van der Molen

 art@karinvandermolen.nl

Karin van der Molen, Frozen Flight  2013 Pedro Marzorati, U-Turn 2010.

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Rerun Productions is a small non-profit organization that from 1987 onwards, highlights cultural and social 
issues in publications, documentaries and several (art) projects. Underlying themes in our work are the human 
relationship to nature, the influence of technology on society and the need for a sense of purpose in modern 
times.  These issues are treated in a critical manner, incorporating new perspectives stemming from the arts, 
philosophy and the indigenous peoples.
The publications, documentaries and projects of Rerun Productions often have a wide outreach through high-
quality publicity, presentations on public television channels, and via dissemination in universities and schools. In 
addition, we never hesitate to seek alternative routes for projects that cannot be accommodated for through the 



Toon Elfrink, Wave 2012Lobke Burgers,  Blessengers  2012

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period May-November
Working Period 7-17 May
Opening 14 June

CONDITION

Accommodation Basic accommodation provided
Food Provide
Artist Fee Total Fee including Airfare € 2350
Materials Natural materials provided by organization

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 Waterloopbos
Place 2 National Park De Weerribben

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Province and Municipality
Sponsor 2 VSB (Bank Cultural Fund)

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Kunstbroedplaats / A Breeding Place for Art is one of the independent projects of Rerun Productions Foundation. 
Kunstbroedplaats is the umbrella under which we organise art in nature projects on an irregular basis. The 

topic in different nature reservations. 
The Weerribben The Rottige Meente and The Waterloopbos have welcomed us so far. The projects aim at 
making connections between art and nature, between art and social issues that are important to us, and create an 
accessible platform for contemporary art to reach a wide audience. 
In addition, the projects are a lively place for meeting and exchange for the participating artists as well as with the 
passing public during the construction period. Kunstbroedplaats is usually accompanied by additional components 
such as projects in local schools, an extensive catalogue, a documentary and relevant exhibitions in the vicinity. 
The projects attract an average of 30.000 visitors. 



Land Art BRASIL / Brazil

ORGANIZATION : ‘LAB Land Art Brasil
ADDRESS : Natal 59080-100 Brazil
WEB SITE : On facebook:@LAbLAndArtBrasil
DIRECTOR : Mathieu Duvignaud
CONTACT PERSON : Mathieu Duvignaud

Mathieuduvignaud@gmail.com

Mathieu Duvignaud, Ilot oursin 2012

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
LAB Land Art Brasil is a LAB is a group of artists for who landscape is a very important actor in there artistic 
work. The group is composted of land artist, installation artists, electronics artists. Our goal is to make creation 
in echo with natural and urban landscapes. We are from different part of the country with each one a different 
approach of land art. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Workshop In Brazilian Sertao, is a week of integration in a world’s unique ecosystem in the world : the 
“Caatinga”. In a very dry region, only one specie of vegetation is growing: the arbutus named caatinga, 2 meters. 
The landscape is composted of mountains and plains, very preserved. Our workshop is the opportunity to make 
one week of creation in this region with two days of educational workshop for school or artists of the region. Each 
week is in a different city : during two days the artists will explain there artistic process and will create with the 
pupils. The last three days, the artists will create there arts in the place. 

Mathieu Duvignaud, Ilot oursin 2012(Detail)



Landscape of Caatinga MarcoPolo Braga, 2012

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Working Period Various weeks during the year, calendar under validation for 2014

CONDITION

Accommodation Support but depend of the number of people
Food Could be helped by private and public help for the group

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place Various cities on the Region of sertão

SPONSOR

Sponsor Depend of the city we work, under validation for 2014



LAND ART FESTIVAL / Poland

ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS : ul. Lubelska 68 Lubartów 21-100 Poland
WEB SITE : Festiwal  http://www.redsite.com.pl
DIRECTOR : mgr Malgorzata Gryglicka–Szczepaniak (Lubartow Cultural Centre)

mgr Marcin Socha (Chairman “Alwernia”)
CONTACT PERSON

cin.cin@op.pl

The Borders 2012    

Linda Gorden, Resting Place  2012 The Phenomenon  2012 

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION

entertainment. Publishing operates.
Within a year, is organized around 130 different events (occasional concerts by their own teams, events,  amateur 
and profesional teams from other institutions, shows performed by professional teams, competitions, tournaments 
or reviewing a variety of topics, exhibitions in the gallery,art festivals, events and entertainment leisure, meetings, 
lectures, popular session - scientific, or other educational activities) that collect more than 50,000 spectators. 
In carrying out the tasks widely cooperates with other educational and cultural institutions, unions, cultural 
institutions, social organizations and work places.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
The idea behind the festival is that art steps out of the museums and galleries to meet the audience in natural 
space and therefore changes the perception of nature and art. The aim of the festival is to show to a broad 
spectrum of audience the artistic activities in their entire creative process as well as to highlight the ecological 
approach to life and respect for nature and biodiversity. 



Tuomas Korkalo, The Ray 2012Ryszard Litwiniuk, The Nest Stork 2012

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period Biennale
Working Period 1 week
Opening June or August

CONDITION

Airfare Support max.500 EUR
Accommodation Provided, for free
Food Provided, for free
Materials Provided, but limited 

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Department of Promotion and Tourism
Sponsor 2 Private sponsors

and aesthetic vision. We are more interested in showing contemporary art confronting different creative attitudes 
without any limitations of techniques and methods of artistic expression.
Consequently, we chose the open form of the festival. We take art as it is and the viewer is able to perceive and 
follow the whole creative process. It starts from showing the material, treated as artistic matter, through the activity 
itself - the process of converting material into the work of art.



LAND ART MONGOLIA / Mongolia

ORGANIZATION : LAND ART MONGOLIA MNG360°
ADDRESS : Hohenfriedbergstr 3 10829 Berlin Germany
WEB SITE : www.landartmongolia.com

www.facebook.com/landart.mongolia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_Art_Mongolia

CHAIRMAN : Marc Schmitz, Dolgor Ser-Od
CONTACT PERSON : Marc Schmitz Artistic director

Avrabbou Xenakis, Kitchen Garden 2012    Marc Schmitz,

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Questions like sustainability, the perspective of ecology and a new vision of diversity require a creative 
understanding beside the common white cube art spaces where the arts become more and more condensed by 
economical force.
In order to develop a new chapter in the Land Art tradition since the beginning in the American West in the late 
60th and following the nomadic idea of the Walking Museum – the Land Art Biennial in Mongolia was founded 

of what Land Art can reveal about “today’s questions”.

art by any presets. In August 2010 with Land Art Mongolia 360° the 1st international Mongolian Land Art Biennial 
took place at BAGA GAZRIIN CHULUU Gobi. 28artists from 16 Nations participated with artistic projects in the 
Gobi.
It is premeditated to carry out the festival every 2 years at different regions of Mongolia. This is not only due 
to the high variety of landscapes; it also respects the nomadic tradition of Mongolia. The art works will remain 
permanently in situ, and therefore consistently create permanent exhibits throughout the country.



Luis Camnitzer, The Rock Assignment  2012

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
The theme of the 3rd Land Art  Biennial LAM360° 2014 will be men & animal. The location for the event is 
placed in Tuvaimag. Artists are invited to work directly with large herds of animals, (horses, goats, or Camels) 
interactive or with related projects. A camp will be set up in the wide open grass land of tuvaimag where the artists 

documenting the entire event. 

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period July – August
Working Period 3 weeks
Opening 2014/2016, etc.

CONDITION

Airfare
Accommodation Free
Food Free
Artist Fee Non
Materials Provide

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 Tuvaimag at site

Place 2 Symposium at Academy of Science - Ulaanbaatar

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Open Society Foundation
Sponsor 2 ANA / Prince Claus   Foundation / Goethe Institute (requested)

Wang Haiyuan, Wind from the Platean 2012 - photo Batzorig Chimeddorj   



LINES IN THE SAND / Australia

ORGANIZATION : Lines in the Sand
ADDRESS : PO Box 214 Point Lookout 4183 QLD AUSTRALIA
WEB SITE : www.linesinthesand.com.au
DIRECTOR : Jo Kaspari
CONTACT PERSON : Jo Kaspari

info@linesinthesand.com.au

Craig Tapp (Tappy), Lines in the Sand  2013,  Photograph by Josephine Ellis Michael Bulloch, Lines in the Sand  2013 Sharon Jewell, Lines in the Sand 2013

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Lines in the Sand was established 2009, though not then under the current name, as a small scale art in 
the environment event on North Stradbroke Island. The decision to hold the festival in the Winter months was 
intended to put it into the context of the annual humpback whale migration. 
This alignment meant that visitors’ attention was already turned to the forces of the natural world. The festival was 
the inspiration of Jo Kaspari – director – who saw the opportunity to enrich the focus of the many visitors, toward 
art and nature, and to allow the festival to become an instrument of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal community 
interaction.
From its inception, the involvement of the original custodians of the land has been central, and both elders and 
many younger generation indigenous islanders have become key players in the event. Beyond the festival itself, 

website, and several conversation forums. The organization of the festival is now shared between Jo Kaspari, Pat 
Zuber and Sharon Jewell.



DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Lines in the Sand has since grown each year to incorporate visiting as well as local artists working both in the 
environment with natural materials, and with new media in ways that highlight the ecological fragility and intensity 
in the island environment. Thus the art ranges from the highly planned to the willfully spontaneous. 
The festival also incorporates the Quandamooka - local indigenous – programme of dance, song, visual art 
and idiosyncratic craft. The workshop programme includes local indigenous weavers, participating artists and 
printmakers as well as a discursive forum of conversations and guest speakers, making the festival not only an 
arts event but a dynamic programme that aims to generate thought, inspiration, discussion and critical writing.
The festival is a week-long event. Artists arrive before the public programme begins, though by working in the 
environment, visitors are able to connect with the artists at work. Artists stay a chalet stye accommodation, 

and make new contacts. We usually invite around six or seven artists in residence since the smallness of number 
is more about viability than exclusivity. 

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period June 16 - 25
Working Period June 16 - 21
Opening June 22 (Dates for 2013)

CONDITION

Airfare Negotiable
Accommodation Provide
Food Provide
Materials Natural materials; other materials are supplied by the artists.

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 

Point Lookout, North Stradbroke Island (Minjerribah)
The main site for art works is the well trodden “Gorge Walk”. This is a richly vegetated 
location of twists and turns along a path that incorporates views across the ocean from 
NE to SE, and takes in the precipitous South and North Gorges,  from where whales, 
dolphins and sea turtles are seen.

Place 2

The workshops take place at Point Lookout Community Hall, inside and out, while 
North Stradbroke Island Historical Museum has recently become an important venue 
for forums, talks, exhibition, and ceremony. Due to the open nature of the festival, 
venues can change from year to year.

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Regional Arts   Development Fund, Queensland  
Sponsor 2 Jani Haenki Trust

Renata Buziak, biochrome images, Lines in the Sand, 2013 



MAGAMNEWS / Korea

ORGANIZATION : ‘MAGAMNEWS’ – The outdoor installation group
ADDRESS : Gyeonggi province Korea
DIRECTOR : Choi, Yong-suni
CONTACT PERSON : Choi, Yong-sun

karibuchoi@hotmail.com

Kim, Soon-im, The Seat;  The Space 24- Songchoo Korea  2009 Lee, Jong-kyun, Skinship  2011

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Outdoor installation group MAGAMNEWS was founded in 1992. First, Several young artists gathered in Masuk 
for fun, but art working open air and using nature material and sharing their experience gave inspiration to whom 
were sick and tired of white cube. So they met and made the group ‘MAGAMNEWS’. Member of MAGAMNEWS 
is consist of about 25artists, and invite some guests every year.

Anseong ,Paju ,Gapyeong, Anyang and so on. 27 exhibitions was held around gyeoggi province. To communicate 
fresh places make MAGAMNEWS extend nature art and individual artwork. and also human network in group 
support each other tightly. MAGAMNEWS had have many trial and will keep up new attempts.



DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
MAGAMNEWS held 27 exhibitions during 20 years. Each Exhibition has a form workshop, artists stay three 

communicate nature. 

problems, despite of that, MAGMNEWS met many kinds of local people, which share inspiration of nature art 
to them. Last August in 2012, especially, MAGAMNEWS held the big exhibition at Alvaro siza hall in anyang 
art park to commemorate 20 anniversary of founding, showed archives and nature arts inside exhibition hall. 
MAGAMNEWS will contribute nature art, common art to continue.

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period
Working Period

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 Alvaro siza hall in anyang art park 2012
Place 2 Cho-jong river yeonha-ri gapyeong 2011

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Gyeonggi cultural foundation
Sponsor 2 Anyang foundation for culture & art

 Kim, Chul-whan, Forming Pyramid 2007

Choi, Yong-sun, untitled 2003



NAP telep-NATURE ART PROJECT AND WORKSHOP
/ Romania

ORGANIZATION : Transylvania Art and Heritage Association - NAP studio
ADDRESS : Bicfalau, nr:156, Jud. Covasna  Bicfalau RO - 527131 Romania
WEB SITE : www.naptelep.ro
CHAIRMAN : Péter Alpár
CONTACT PERSON : Péter Alpár

peteralpar@gmail.com

Szabó Zoltán Judóka, Twins, Performance  2013 SZÉLL Attila,  Thinkcleaner, interactive installation, 2012  

Trans-sylvan Telep 

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
The Transylvania Art and Heritage Association (TAHA) was established in 2009 by artists, art-historians, 
restorers and art-supporters to support the contemporary art in the region and to preserve the Transylanian 
values, as nature, built heritage, old crafts etc. Before 
TAHA, Péter Alpár had lead the “Megallo Visual Art Station”. Within that frame, more than 20 contemporary art 

called Trans-sylvan Telep, and managed land art/nature art projects for high school students. Since TAHA was 

art project with the spirit of nature art. 



DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
One of the primary features of today’s Szeklerland is the cultural landscape resulted from the unique co-
existence of man and nature. This co-existence basically determines not only the image of the landscape and the 
settlements, but also the material and spiritual culture of local communities. As long as contemporary art relates to 
its environment in an authentic way, the artist who creates here or who arrives to create here is not exempt from 
the direct or indirect effect of the consequences of this co-existence. 
An event providing a conscious space for this relation is the contemporary art event called N.A.P. site(Nature Art 
Project), organized on the territory of Ozun community with the centre of Bicfalau. The exhibition venue of the art 
works and relations created here is the cultural landscape itself, within the frame work of the NAP path  program. 
The invited artists get a very detailed documentation of the selected subject of the next NAP-telep. (For example 
the water was the theme in 2012, and everyone got descriptions and photos of the waters - rivers, streams, lakes 
etc. - of the region.) The artists worked out the planes before – the organizers support them with all of the materials -, 
and on the base of these plans the artworks and spontaneous performances were done. The original plans and 
the documentation of the artworks create the material of the exhibitions, the catalogue and the webpage (under 
construction now), and as a long-term project the NAPpath. The NAPpaths are signed tourist’s ways for visiting 
the artworks or the documentations of the art events. 

small gallery, and it will be the coordination centre of other nature art project in Covasna county and international 
cooperations of this region. 

Horvát Zoltán, Hammock  2013

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period
Working Period 10 days
Opening In the middle of July

CONDITION

Airfare - (transport from the airports or stations)
Accommodation Support
Food Support
Artist Fee Support but limited
Materials Support but limited

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 
As the close event of the workshop, the plans and the documentation are exhibited in 
the cultural centre of Bicfalau (Bikfalva) village, than a walk is organized together with 
the artists and the public from the region to visit the nature art works.

Place 2 Documentation exhibition of the workshop in several places in Translyvania and 
Hungary.

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 The council of Covasna County
Cultural Centre of Covasna County

Sponsor 2
Local government of Ozun community
And applications of Transylvanian and Hungarian cultural foundations – as National 
Cultural Fund, Hungary



NATURE ART DEPARTMENT at EKF, EGER 
/ Hungary

ORGANIZATION : Visual Arts Department of EKF, EGER
ADDRESS : Eger 3300 Hungary, Leányka u. 2
WEB SITE : www.pocem.hu 

http://vizmuv.ektf.hu
CHAIRMAN
CONTACT PERSON

erosistvan@gmail.com

Durbak Lili, leptek2  2010 Traditional village Noszvaj

THE GOAL AND METHOD OF NATURE ART DEPARTMENT

art – necessary to be competent interpreters and creators of aesthetic and visual problems emerging in the three 
dimensional space. Nature art strives to recreate harmony with nature and directly applies natural materials, 
objects, energies and sites in creation, that is, it is based on direct physical contact with nature. Time is manifest 
in concrete manner in the work of art, as at the moment of creation, a certain period of time is already encoded 
in it. In this case the myth of conventional art work intended for eternity is not prevailed; the piece exists in the 

techniques – mortise and tenon joints, weaving, dowelling, fastening etc. – and avoids using machinery. The 
nature artist respects folk art, art outside of the Western culture, and does not take it out of its own context.



DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY WITH WOLFSTONE CAVE ART ASSOCIATON
We organize every year a two weeks international art event, from different countries, inviting teachers and 
students who are interested in Nature art. In this two weeks period professors and students are working together 
in cooperation. On the end of the event we organize an exhibition of the documentation of the works. Our 

which remained in the traditional form so far chitecture in the hills of underground houses, cave dwellings. In 
recent centuries the people living in the local authority tuff stone easy to carve designed using their traditional 
living areas on the undulating surface rocks. In collaboration with the Wolfstone Art Association the Department of 
Visual Arts of EKC Eger, Hungary (http://vizmuv.ektf.hu/) uses the caves as Artists' practice site for the students. 

education level in Central Europe. Over the daily practice and the yearly nature art symposiums for the students, 

representatives of the Nature Art scene. These gave the opportunity of the students not only to developp their 
practical skills, but also to extend their professional network.

Kárpáthegyi István, 2010

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period Two weeks
Working Period Second part of July
Opening 31 of July

CONDITION

Accommodation Provide
Food Provide
Materials Provide

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 In the Pocem Gallery
Place 2 Little Synagoge, Eger

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 EKF EGER
Sponsor 2



ORANKI ART ENVIRONMENTAL ART             
SYMPOSIUM & EXHIBITION / Finland

ORGANIZATION : Oranki Art Association
ADDRESS : Orankitie 67 B 95710 Naamijoki Finland
WEB SITE 
DIRECTOR : Pekka Syväniemi
CONTACT PERSON : Tuomas Korkalo

tuomas.korkalo@gmail.com

Mikael Hansen, North Passage Oranki Art Symposium- Finland  2012, Photo by Lasse Lassheikki Oranki Artists House  Photo by Ryszard Litwiniuk Oranki Art 12,  Photo by Tuomas Korkalo

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Oranki Art is an environmental art-symposium in Lapland, North Finland, about 40 kilometers from the Arctic 
Circle to up north. Oranki is a small village in county of Pello in western Lapland near Swedish border. 
Oranki Art international workshops and exhibitions are organized since 2001. Oranki Art is organized twelve years 

doing art together with “do it yourself-attitude” from artist to artist. Owner of the workshop area is a visual artist 
Pekka Syväniemi. 
The first three years was organized by artist group which included visual artists Pekka Syväniemi, Tuomas 
Korkalo, Jari Kylli, Sauli Miettunen and Lasse Lassheikki. In the year 2003 Oranki art organized themselves into 
an association Oranki Art ry, which is responsible for the art collection in Oranki Art park.



DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Oranki Art-symposiums will be held in unique landscape in a 11 hectars beautiful pine forest. Oranki Art park is 

week including accommodation, warm meal and basic tools. During the workshop artists will carry out their plans 
paying attention to surrounding environment and already existing works.

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period Symposium will be held annually on June
Working Period 16. 6 - 23. 6. 2013
Opening 22.6. 2013

CONDITION

Airfare Depence of funding,  normally yes, as much we can
Accommodation Provide
Food Provide
Artist Fee Depends of funding
Materials Provide

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place Sand-ridge and a pine-forest in Oranki, Lapland

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Finnish Cultural Foundation
Sponsor 2 Arts Council of Lapland
Sponsor 3 Arts Promotion Centre Finland, Arts Council of Visual Arts

Antti Raitala and Kimmo Peltola, Tapion Sydän, The Heart of Tapio  2004 Photo by Lasse Lassheikki Karen Macher Nesta, Waiting for the Tide  2013



SACRED ART, SACRED GROUND / Australia

ORGANIZATION : Sacred Arts Project
ADDRESS : 9 Bell Rd. William Bay 6333 WESTERN AUSTRALIA
WEB SITE : www.sacredartsproject.com 
DIRECTOR : Vivienne Robertson
CONTACT PERSON : Vivienne Robertson

vivienne.r@bigpond.com

Cornelia Konrads, Dreamstone Lines,  Salt of the Earth Project  2005 Ludy Feyen, Crystal Serpent, Salt of the Earth project  2005

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Sacred Arts Project is an organization that hosts and supports initiatives addressing the sacred within art in 
Australia. It has been created and is directed by Vivienne Robertson. "Sacred Art, Sacred Earth" is the new comer 

collaboration with Francois Davin since 2004 for the elaboration of “Salt of the Earth”.
Other Art in Nature projects conducted by Sacred Arts Project in Western Australia have included "river art", 
Kwoorabup Art Trail and Mandjar Kwoorabup Indigenous Art Project. "Sacred Art, Sacred Earth", which includes 
the project ‘The Art of Keeping Uranium in the Ground’ is designed as an ongoing annual Art in Nature event. 



DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Sacred Art, Sacred Earth
The project is due to take place every year. The project will seed a new Art in Nature event at various location in 
regional Western Australia. including the Great Southern. “Sacred Art, Sacred Earth” also contains the ‘The Art of 

Western Australian desert in Country which is under the custody of Aboriginal Elders.  
During their process of creation, they will be sharing Wangatha people’s traditional story-telling, ceremonies, 
food, songs and way of living. ‘The Art of Keeping Uranium in the Ground’ will, year after year, build a circuit of 
pilgrimage for those wishing to help preserve this sacred earth from the impact of Uranium mining.

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period Yearly 
Working Period 2 weeks 
Opening 2014

CONDITION

Airfare Support is currently being sought
Accommodation Provide
Food Provide
Artist Fee 3000 USD
Materials Support limited to natural materials available on site

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 Great Southern Coast of Western Australia, including towns of Denmark and Albany. 
This area is full of natural beauty of ocean and forest and lies 400kms south of Perth. 

Place 2
Leonora is a small desert town 250km's north-west of Kalgoorlie, with a population of 
2000. The area contains four Uranium deposits and the Wongatha people do not want 
the dreaming story disturbed. 

Sandra Hill, Mandjar Kwoorabup Our Memory Place Francois Davin, Foundation,  Salt of the Earth Project  2005 



SANDARBH SITE-SPECIFIC ARTIST RESIDENCY 
/ India

ORGANIZATION : Beneshwar Lok Vikas Sansthan (BLVS)
ADDRESS : Partapur Tehsil - Garhi, District Banswara, Rajasthan 327024 India
WEB SITE : www.sandarbhart.com 

 www.blvsindia.org
http://blvs.blogspot.com

FOUNDER : Chintan Upadhyay
CONTACT PERSON : Yatin Upadhyay / Secretary

uyatin@gmail.com

Ivan Smith, Fanny, Sandarbh  2005 Ri, Eung-woo, Sprout in Sandarbh Madkola Sculpture Park  2009

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
Founded in 2003, by Artist Chintan Upadhyay, SANDARBH is primarily an artist’s initiative that aims to explore 
alternate forms of practices keeping in mind the changing languages in art. 
By engaging contemporary art practice and thought within the rural environs, SANDARBH aims to encourage 
artists to explore various new ideas by providing them with an environment that is in complete contrast to the more 
established systems. It achieves these aims by organizing workshops and residency programs involving site-

Rajasthan, West India, 
With a much organic and open approach in going places, and exploring newer contexts and environments, 
Sandarbh has apart from its base in Partapur, Rajasthan, has also expanded to more urban spaces of Gujarat, 
Jaipur and even abroad to Hungary, UK and USA. Entering into the 10th year of this successful and creative 
alliance, Sandarbh has developed a strong network of more that 500 Indian and International Artists all across the 
globe.



DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Sandarbh
with the recent addition of the 2 artists monthly residencies, that aims at fusing contemporary art trends with 
the local craft traditions, resulting into a creative collaboration. Artists from all over the world are invited to 
the rural environ of Partapur, Rajasthan, for a month long residency, where they are expected to involve local 
handicrafts-men and artisans for their work to make use of their skills. The invited artists are provided only 
with accommodation and food, the travel and material cost has to be bear by the Artist. 
This creative merger between the two through Site specific residency aims at valuable exchange of new 
experiences, forging awareness among the people with new ideas concerning art in the context of a rural 
and urban environment. Sandarbh also collaborates with young art students to serve as volunteers for this 
program, who in return learn new experiences, while living and working with Artists. 
The 1st week of the residency is reserved for site visit day tours, introducing the artists to the history and 
culture of the region, followed with individual work presentations in the evenings. The works produced during 
the residency are installed at various sites in the village.
An exhibition of works and photographs from the residency are kept at display for the public, concluding the 
residency.

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period Annual
Working Period 4 weeks
Opening 27th December

CONDITION

Airfare Support
Food Support

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1
Vagad region, Rajasthan, India
The works produced by the artists are usually exhibited/installed at the site of 
reference, in or around the village, chosen by the Artists. 

Place 2
Public Space Exhibition:

public space like schools, markets, etc. 

Eros Istvan, Sun Tatto  2008  



environments of Shikoku's and Seiyo's scenery, offering local, national and international artists the opportunity 
to make and exhibit work to provide them with a showcase and influence economic growth. Sculpture, art-
installations and objects have the quality of changing our view, perception and experience of a place. By placing 
these we are able to rediscover and appreciate our daily environment and it gives us the chance to promote the 
beauty of our rural landscape again.

SEIYO-ART-INITIATIVE / Japan

ORGANIZATION : Seiyo-Art-Initiative
ADDRESS : Inobe Higashi 1040, Seiyo-City, Ehime-profecture 797-0034
WEB SITE : www.kees-ouwens.jp/sai.php 

www.facebook.com/SeiyoArtInitiative
DIRECTOR : Kees Ouwens
CONTACT PERSON : Kees Ouwens

ouwens@shikoku.ne.jp
kees.ouwens@gmail.com

Kees Ouwens, Framing Steel Windows  2007

Akihiko Izukura, Textile Art Objects  2012

BIO OF KEES OUWENS

KEES OUWENS who has a lot of experience with 
these kind of exhibits abroad and in Japan built his 
Studio O-Huis here in Seiyo, Shikoku in 1996 because 
of the beautiful surroundings. He will grant the use of 
his studio for the organizing, creationg and exhibiting 
of works, for the residence of invited artists and for 
communication purposes. He organised Public Space 
Project in Matsuyama city in 1998, Tanbo Project in 
1999 and again Tanbo Project in 2004.  

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
The purpose of Seiyo-Art-Initiative is to set a process in motion to enrich the cultural community and enhance 
the quality of life in Seiyo-city and beyond. To provide a diverse and exciting physical environment, to increase 
awareness and understanding and encourang dialogue and learning of art, to promote seiyo-city as a cultural 

CONDITION

Airfare Provide
Accommodation Provide
Food Provide
Materials Provide

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place

SPONSOR

Sponsor Local and national governmental authorities, Corporate sponsors Donations



SITE SPECIFIC LAND ART EVENT / South Africa

ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS : 12 du Toit Street, Stellenbosch, 7600, South Africa.
WEB SITE 
DIRECTOR : No single person but a Committee of members
CONTACT PERSON : Strijdom van der Merwe

info@strijdom.co.za

Andrew van der Merwe, Walter Oltmann, 

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
was started by a small group of individuals who recognize the need among artists in South Africa to 

international artists and 10 local artists to form the main exhibition group. 
During the 7 day event we have also encouraged as many of the local artists that live in the region to take part in 
the event. Very important for us was the educational contribution that we have made during the event. We have 
given bead and needle workshops to the disadvantage community’s and have also encouraged a day of local craft 
display that was open to the public for viewing. 

for collaborations and have grown to a much larger event to be held in the future.



DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT

African landscape. We aim to generate opportunities and provide landscapes for artists in a supportive context 
where creative discourse and experimentation are encouraged - in the process educating and developing local 

The invited artist get together for 7 days during which time they have to create work from natural material that 
belongs to the site. During this time the artists are also involved with workshops that they give to the disadvantage 
communities and in the evenings we also conduct talks and seminars by the artists that is open to the public. The 
event is also linked to the long term Eden to Addo Corridor initiative which aim is to establish sculptures along an 

in 2013 etc. 

PERIOD AND DATE OF THE EVENT

Period Biannual with smaller events in between
Working Period 7 days
Opening 10 August 2013

CONDITION

Airfare Support
Accommodation Support
Food Support
Artist Fee Support
Materials Support

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 Address: Beacon Isle Crescent Plettenberg Bay 6600
Garden Route Western Cape South Africa 

Place 2 Along the beach and forest area. Inside the Beacon Isle Life Style Resort, and variouse 
venues in the town of Plettenberg Bay

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Kurland Municipality and the Plettenberg Bay City
Sponsor 2 Beacon Island Life Style Resort / Tsogo Sun / Small businesses and individuals

Angus Taylor, Strijdom van der Merwe, 



SUE SPAID(Curator) / USA

ADDRESS : 330 Route de l”Etat, Maransart B-1380, Belgium
suespaid@gmail.com

Sue Spaid Standing in Urban Farm, Baltimore, January 2013

BIO
Sue Spaid, Ph. D. has been active in the artworld as a collector, art writer, curator and university lecturer since 
1984. From 2010-2012, she served as Executive Director of the Contemporary Museum in Baltimore. While at the 

for "Green Acres: Artists Farming Fields, Greenhouses and Abandoned Lots" which is currently touring. While 
Curator at the Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati (1999-2002), she authored the book Ecovention: Current Art 
to Transform Ecologies which accompanied the 2002 exhibition she co-curated with Amy Lipton. A former member 
of the artUS
predecessor Art/Text.

As an independent curator, she has organized well over 50 exhibitions for artist-run spaces, university galleries, 
commercial galleries and museums such as Bellevue Art Museum and Mississippi Museum of Art. During her "Yes 
Brainer Tour"(2005-2006), she traveled via car to 38 states presenting "The Gist of Isness." From 1990-1995, she 
directed Sue Spaid Fine Art, a scrappy Los Angeles gallery that launched dozens of local artists' careers.

WHY I AM INTERESTED IN NATURE ART?
I developed a respect for the environment as a girl scout (ages 5-18), which probably also inspired my interest 
to earn a chemical engineering degree. I have always been frustrated by the invaluable daydreamer’s incapacity 
to enact his/her dreams. I would argue that the moment one notices that something is wrong, one is already 
"changing" that something. For too long, artists have been forced into the role of daydreamers, imagining new and 
different worlds, yet feeling unable to effect change. 
Amy Lipton and I curated "Ecovention: Current Art to Transform Ecologies" to showcase dozens of artists who were 
not only incredibly inventive, but were actually enacting changes in positive and unpredictable ways. During the 
ten-year interim between "Ecovention" and "Green Acres," I worked on several outdoor exhibitions, which featured 
artists keen to engage a broader public using ever more distinctive tacks. I now realize that artists who actually do 
something are perceived as more "dangerous" than those whose discursive artworks propose what's wrong. 
My great hope is that museums that have the resources to commission $50,000 artworks will one day commission 
artists to implement ecoventions for their communities. 



Funded by an Emily Hall Tremaine Exhibition Award, Green Acres, which presents works by 32 exhibiting artists’ 

exhibited artist-farmer’s practices, values, and prior projects are described in full detail. To round out Spaid's view, 
she invited America’s most radical farmer-author Joel Salatin to present his Manifesto for the year 2050, as well 

Section One introduces this topic and offers ten possible responses to the repeat question, “Why do artists farm 

She returns to this topic in Section Six, “Farming Mysticism,” which describes artists’ mystical approaches to yield 
enhancement. Section Three "Farming Innovations" discusses artist-farmers’ bizarre exclusion from Rosalind 
Kraus’ seminal 1977 essay, “Sculpture and the Expanded Field.” Section Four “Farming Communities/Community 
Farming” not only discusses the contexts for numerous farmer-artist’s practices, but furthers the debates 
surrounding relational aesthetics, community art, and public art.
Surrounding this core text are two sections describing artists’ contributions to “Farming Awareness” and “Species 

both artists’ projects and related exhibitions since 1960.

Ecovention was written to increase the public's awareness of artist-initiated projects by twenty-eight artists and 
teams from all around the world, who have implemented and tested inventive solutions for ecological challenges.
This book discusses: 1) eco-activists who publicize and monitor ecological issues, 2) artists who have actively 
altered public perception, 3) artists whose projects enhance biodiversity and minimize species depletion, 4) artists 
whose work  addresses urban infrastructure and 5) artists engaged in reclamation/restoration projects for land and 
water. 

BOOKS
Green Acres : Artists Farming Fields, Greenhouses, and Abandoned Lots

Ecovention: Current Art to Transform Ecologies (2002)



YATOO / KOREA

ORGANIZATION : Korean Nature Artists’ Association-YATOO
ADDRESS : San 26-3 Sinwoongri, Wooseongmyeon, Gongju Korea 314-861
WEB SITE : www.yatoo.or.kr 
CHAIRMAN : Ri, Eung-woo
CONTACT PERSON : Ko, Seung-hyun, Commissioner

yatoo-ko@hanmail.net

Lindenbauer Alois, Growing Boat  2012 

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATION
YATOO – Korean Nature Artists’ Association was founded in 1981. They worked with Nature equipped with 
only their empty hands and wide-open minds for seeking direct inspiration from Nature. They did not utilize 
just as a place or used as mere materials for erecting and making artworks, but rather Nature plays an active 
participation in becoming an active component of an artwork. Nature itself becomes the artwork.  This discovery 
and the possibility of Nature Art elated them and they have continued to this day to practice making Nature art on 
a regular basis.
Since 1989, in an effort to develop and expand the concept of Nature art, YATOO organized exhibitions and artist 
exchange programs like the Geumgang Nature Art Biennale and the YATOO International Residence Program. 
YATOO invites international and local artists to actively and directly work with Nature and encourages healthy 
discourses and the sharing of ideas and methodologies. Based on the international exchange exhibition and 
program, YATOO started YATOO International Project in 2011. Through this project YATOO is trying to develop 
and expand the Nature art movement. Currently.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Geumgang Nature Art Biennale
The Geumgang Nature Art Biennale which started in 2004, is an international art event hosted by the Korean 
Nature Artists’ Association-YATOO. The Geumgang Nature Art Biennale organizing committee covers all the 
necessary details of all the invited artists. These include food and accommodations, airfare allowances, production 
materials, equipments and assistants and certain amount of artist’s fee. The artists are given, approximately, a 
three-week production time to complete their works. Some time within this period, a Nature art symposium and 
discourse will take place alongside with a nightly presentation of each artist’s previous works. 
During the Pre-Biennale period, model drawing and props using nature objects sent through post from around the 
world are exhibited. The artworks are designed to evoke a new perspective of Nature, understanding of Nature 
art and hoping to bring inspiration to the viewers and to the local citizens alike. All the artworks produced will be 
permanently exhibited at the Yeonmi mountain Art Park and at the Ssangshin Eco-Park along the Geumgang 
riverside.



Roger Rigoth, Geumgang Wings  2012, Photo By Kwon, O-yeol

Kyan Bishop, In Search of Comfort and Rest  2011 Olga Ziemska, Cucitura, Strata  2012

YATOO International Artist in Residence Program
Aside from the usual Biennale project, YATOO organized another one labeled, ‘AIR’ – (Artist-in-Residence) 
program. It is a yearly program that started in 2009 and designed to host invited foreign Nature artists. The 
residency program aims to focus on exploring the possibility of Nature art, utilizing new, contemporary media that 
the artist is familiar with. This program allows the artists to come up with their own concept and medium; painting, 
installation, photography, video etc.  
The venue is at the Nature Art House built by the YATOO group in Wongol – a serene agricultural village inhabited 
by very friendly people. The Nature Art House is complete with amenities like internet connection, three individual 
rooms, a small gallery, toilet, equipped kitchen and a decent workplace. The house is surrounded by a garden 

YATOO International Project / www.yatooi.com
YATOO International Project (YATOO-i), is a project and is based on the idea that the Nature we live in is 
seamlessly connected regardless of the human-designated borderlines. Artists of any nationality who agrees and 
shares the same spirit of YATOO's Nature Art concept can become members. 
YATOO-i conducts four regular nature art workshops in a year scheduled alongside with the Korean Four Season 
YATOO workshop and exhibitions. The photos of the artworks are exhibited and uploaded in the project’s website 
alongside the artworks of other foreign artist members. 125 artists and organizations from 30 countries have 
joined the project to date.



YATOO International Project Nature Art Exhibition  2011

Kwon, O-yeol, Estranged Wood  2010

PERIOD AND DATE OF GEUMGANG NATURE ART BIENNALE

Period Biannual (with a pre-biennale between Biennale)
Working Period 3 weeks
Opening Sept 25th

CONDITION

Airfare Support within 1300 USD
Accommodation Support
Food Support
Artist Fee 1000 USD
Materials Support but limited 

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place 1 Yeonmisan Nature Art Park
Place 2 Ssangshin Eco-park

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Ministry of Culture Sport and Tourism
Sponsor 2 Chungcheongnam-do
Sponsor 3 Gongju City 



Kang, Hee-joon, Lines of Tree - Rebirth  2012

PERIOD AND DATE OF YATOO INTERNATIONAL ARTIST IN RESIDENCE

Period Annual  May - October
Duration 4 weeks

CONDITION

Accommodation Support
Artist Fee We support 1,000,000 WON for food and other expenses
Materials Support but limited 

EXHIBITION  PLACE

Place Wongol YATOO Nature Art House 
14-1, Dongwon-ri Shinpoong-myeon, Gongju Korea

SPONSOR

Sponsor 1 Ministry of Culture Sport and Tourism
Sponsor 2 Chungcheongnam-do
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